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From Jerry Bruckheimer, producer of Pirates Of The Caribbean, comes the definitive National Treasure. Get closer to the edge of your seat with the Collector s
Edition Blu-ray of this thrilling adventure starring Academy Award winners Jon Voight (Best Actor, Coming Home, 1978), and Nicolas Cage (Best Actor, Leaving Las
Vegas, 1995) as Benjamin Franklin Gates. Since boyhood, Gates has been obsessed with finding the legendary Knights Templar Treasure, the greatest fortune
known to man. As he tries to find and decipher ancient riddles that will lead him to it, Gates is dogged by a ruthless enemy (Sean Bean, The Lord Of The Rings
trilogy). Now in a race against time, Gates must steal one of America s most sacred and guarded documents the Declaration of Independence or let it, and a key
clue to the mystery, fall into dangerous hands. Heart-pounding chases, close calls and the FBI turn Gates quest into a high-stakes crime caper and the most
exciting treasure hunt you ve ever experienced, now with a treasure trove of new special features. Its origin is an average film that has a great story. Its not the
best Nicholas Cage film of his career and it isnt one of the best films this year. While it''s not the best one, it''s still a pleasant watch. The reason is because of the
solid casting. Although the story is nothing mind-blowing, its premise is interesting. Its also well written, with a great script. Its a pretty enjoyable film, especially
for those who enjoy stories about treasure seeking.
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